
Participation rules – Market consultation

Please turn camera off and mute your microphone throughout the event,
unless the hosts appoints you or asks you individually to speak.

Additional information can be shared in the chat, 
though the chat will not be actively monitored throughout the market consultation.

For online voting the tool PlanITPoker is used.

Please register via the following link with username “<company name>, <family name>”
(for example: Addestino, Van Eeghem)

If you are participating as observer, please use username “Observer, < family name>”

(link can be found in the chat)



ILVO - AI Platform for Agri-food

Open market consultation – 17/06/2021



Agenda

13:00  Welcome & Project Introduction
Program for innovation procurement (PIP)
AI platform project introduction

13:30  Market consultation (with a small break)
Objectives & Approach
Presenting use cases + collecting feedback on feasibility & risk

16:15  1-on-1 conversations (15 minutes per party)
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Programme for Innovation Procurement 

What? Stimulate public sector to purchase innovative solutions 

development and validation of new products, services, systems for public needs

How? Financial support and guidance

calls for proposals

Why? Improving the performance of the government 

Strengthening the competitiveness of enterprise. 

More opportunities to tackle major societal challenges



• Participation in market consultations

• Insight in the needs of the public sector

• Early involvement in procurement track 

• Opportunities to form consortia

• Participation in innovative tenders, challenges ...

• More resources for innovation

• More possibilities for testing, validating, 
marketing new solutions, ……

Opportunities for enterprises:



Course of a PIP project
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Solution
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Interested ?   
Subscribe to our newsletter on

http://innovatieveoverheidsopdrachten.be/

More than 90 projects for 
smart public sector innovation 

http://innovatieveoverheidsopdrachten.be/
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Context

• ILVO (Institute for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food Research) has a mission to promote a sustainable 
agriculture, fisheries and agri-food sector.

• Co-creative approach, close collaboration with the various stakeholders

• Technology and innovation to quickly integrate applications into daily practice

• The use of AI offers enormous potential for the extensive data streams available to ILVO, but 
generally only stems from collaborations with AI experts in the research domain of Agrotechnology

• ILVO has submitted a PIO track to Department of EWI (Flemish government) to encourage and 
simplify the use of AI for its researchers, by democratizing knowledge about AI and enabling all 
researchers to use AI themselves in their research



• Scientific institute of the Flemisch
government

• Multidisciplinary, independent and 
applied research 

• Innovation through a co-creative
approach in agriculture, fesheries en 
food

Our mission “to build knowledge to produce 
enough healthy and varied food for the 10 
billion people that the world will need to 
feed while staying within our planetary 
limits.”

What is ILVO?



Examples of AI in the ILVO context

B G R Red Edge NIR

Maldi-TOF

Hyperspectral



Goal of the project: background

Problem Experiment Data AI

Typical research flow



Goal of the project

Problem Experiment Data AI

Actually an
iterative
process

Rapid AI prototyping
Loop this circle as 
quick as possible

Problem

Experi-
ment

Data

AI

Rapid AI prototyping



Researcher 1 Researcher 2 Researcher 3

…

Goal of the project



Researcher 1 Researcher 2 Researcher 3

ILVO 
data initiative

Break the silo’s

?

AI expertDomain expert

1. How to enhance
collaboration?

2. How to transfer AI 
knowledge/expertise?



AS IS TO BE

AI idea

Agrotechniek

Assistance 
data scientist

AI-model

AI tool

(to use yourself)

AI-model

AI idea

Threshold:
Lack of:
- Programming knowledge?
- AI-knowledge?
- Time?

Goal of the project:
- Democratising AI
- Developing a tool that researchers can use themselves
- Defining what the tool should look like

Problems:
- Too high a threshold prevents innovative ideas that rely 

on AI from being implemented
- Support of Agrotechniek is resource intensive

→ Not every project can be supported

Goal of the project is to democratize AI for ILVO researchers through 
the acquisition of a platform, service or technical solution1

1Change management and the purchase of hardware are not in scope for this project
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The PIP project consists out of 3 phases, 
the current phase is the preparation stage

Preparation stage Development stage

▪ Determine end user needs
▪ Outline available solutions 

and technologies solutions
▪ Identify technological risks
▪ Define plan for innovative 

purchase or collaboration

▪ Development or  
acquisition of:
▪ Prototype 
▪ Proof of concept
▪ Research

Procurement 
Procedure

▪ Draft public tender
▪ Publish tender on 

e-procurement
▪ Award contract

Report of preparation stage 
by end of June

Tender published in 
Q4 2021

Project start in Q1 2022



The essence is in estimating user value and technological risk



Value for the end-user is captured into use cases

• In the previous sessions use cases were drawn-up that capture the needs of the different research 
departments (FoodPilot, Dier, Landbouw en Maatschappij, Plant, Agrotechniek).

• Some examples:

• As a researcher I can use a tool that allows me to process data and construct ML models using a drag-
and-drop interface with pre-defined building blocks so that I don't have to learn how to program but 
still need to understand ML to get sensible results.

• As a researcher I can access data externally from ILVO so that I can access more data sources.



ILVO data

REST - API

Database

Images lesions

Greenhouse data

Survey data

…

Model development

Drag-and-drop 
interface

(with customizable
building blocks)

Suite of ML 
tooling

• Text Analysis / NLP,
• Computer vision, 
• Time-series analysis,
• …DjustConnect API

Out of scope

In scope

ILVO 

researcher

Code-based
model 

development

Model deployment

Collaboration

Sharing of
• Models
• Building blocks
• Templates
• …

Example
use cases

Knowledge 
sharing

Data engineer

(e.g. Agrotechniek)

Reference-architecture Monitoring health SysAdmin



To assess the technical risk the current state of technology is 
considered for each use case

Captured by the
state of technology



Planning Poker: determining the technological risk

The scores:

The interpretation (for estimating the risk):
0-2 No worries, there are ready-made standard solutions.
3-5 A frequent problem, possible with some special cases but definitely solvable.
8-13Absolutely no standard problem. A solution requires important choices, thorough thinking and specific 

development, reasonable chance of success with sufficient time and resources.
20-40 Very difficult to solve, almost impossible with limited time and resources.
100 Impossible, requires breaking physical laws of nature - not a realistic question.
? No idea, no experience with this topic.

Planning poker is a best practice for estimating value, complexity and effort required, among other 
things.

Give every use case a score between 0 and 100



Platform : PlanITPoker

Link will be posted in the Teams chat:
https://www.planitpoker.com/board/#/room/3adbb408f14449839a22c256bb1420d
9

Please register with username : « company name, family name »
If you are participating as observer, please use username “ Observer, <family name>”
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Use case 1

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

use a tool that allows me to process data and construct ML models 
using a drag-and-drop interface with pre-defined building blocks

I don't have to learn how to program 
but still need to understand ML to get sensible results



Planning Poker: determining the technological risk

The scores:

The interpretation (for estimating the risk):
0-2 No worries, there are ready-made standard solutions.
3-5 A frequent problem, possible with some special cases but definitely solvable.
8-13Absolutely no standard problem. A solution requires important choices, thorough thinking and specific 

development, reasonable chance of success with sufficient time and resources.
20-40 Very difficult to solve, almost impossible with limited time and resources.
100 Impossible, requires breaking physical laws of nature - not a realistic question.
? No idea, no experience with this topic.

Planning poker is a best practice for estimating value, complexity and effort required, among other 
things.

Give every use case a score between 0 and 100



Use case 2

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

apply ML using templates with only a few input fields that must be changed
or in another low-code environment that is user-friendly 

I can use ML on my own problems and on my own pace 
and I can start quickly without extensive programming knowledge



Use case 3

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

member of the ML community

follow a (standardized) notebook or template format to solve my use case 
and access these of other ILVO researchers

others can easily learn from my example 
and I can consult related problems within ILVO to solve my own use case



Use case 4

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

use a tool that can import several types of data that arise within the ILVO 
organization (REST API's, image data, spectral data, hyper spectral data, time-series, 
survey data, scoring data, velocity, temperature, greenhouse gas, DNA sequences, 
fingerprint data, mass spectrometry data, infrared data, processing steps including 
metadata that can be linked to data sets)

we can directly use the data that we generate today 
and do not lose time trying to convert it.



Use case 5

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

use an assisting parser on my raw data that helps me to load data in a clean way 
(e.g. detecting the separator, setting everything in the right form, labels for image 
detection)

I don't have to look at the raw data to make sense of the format



Use case 6

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

access available updated ILVO data sets (from the SQL server, influxDB) 
with a (metadata) search function, preferably through an interface

I can use these data sets for my own ML models and I can build data driven models, 
preferably without having to duplicate the data



Use case 7

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

use the tool to visualize the results of my model

I don't have to use a separate program for this



Use case 8 a)

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

use a tool that allows me to solve problems using image recognition (e.g. size of a 
lesion on a chicken's foot sole, curve of a cow's back, annual rings in fish stocks, 
types or number of insects on a sticky plate, types or number of fish, biomass of 
mussels) 
for data annotation and prediction

I don't lose time by doing this manually and my conclusions are objectified



Use case 8 b)

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

use a tool with build-in image recognition models (e.g. size of a lesion on a chicken's 
foot sole, curve of a cow's back, annual rings in fish stocks, types or number of 
insects on a sticky plate, types or number of fish, biomass of mussels) 
for data annotation and prediction

I don't lose time by doing this manually and my conclusions are objectified 
and I don't have to program these models myself



Use case 9 a)

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

use a tool that allows me to analyze time-series data 
(e.g. birth, mastitis, diseases in cattle due to production, milking rate, feed intake)

I can predict and prevent certain events



Use case 9 b)

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

use a tool with build-in models to analyze time-series data 
(e.g. birth, mastitis, diseases in cattle due to production, milking rate, feed intake)

I can predict and prevent certain events and I don't have to program these models 
myself



Use case 10 a)

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

use a tool that allows me to recognize patterns in text 
(e.g. word counts, co-occurrence, coding/clustering, linking codes to actors, analyze sequencing 
data)

I gain time, objectivity and retrieve more complex patters in multi-dimensional data



Use case 10 b)

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

use a tool with build-in models for pattern recognition in text 
(e.g. word counts, co-occurrence, coding/clustering, linking codes to actors, analyze sequencing 
data)

I gain time, objectivity and retrieve more complex patters in multi-dimensional data 
and I don't have to program these models myself



Use case 11

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

use a tool that helps me tune the parameters of my ML model 
based on historically used hyper-parameter settings in similar applications 
(e.g. visualizing the historic parameter settings that were commonly used)

I can start by setting the parameters to commonly used settings



Use case 12

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

use a tool that improves its parameter recommendations for the tuning of my ML 
model by learning from previous examples and changes I made to the parameters

the parameter tuning process improves over time



Use case 13

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

deploy my model for others to use in a user-friendly way 
(interface, API, hosted website, app)

people that don't have the time but know about the topic can use the model



Use case 14

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

share my models and search models built by other researchers in ILVO

other colleagues can work on my model 
and I don't have to reinvent the models that have already been created



Use case 15

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

access building blocks made by colleagues at ILVO

there are enough building blocks to my disposal to help me with my research



Use case 16

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

use the platform to reach out to the ILVO community 
and the colleagues that have experience with similar data or problems I have

the way-of-working of ILVO (research together and help each other) is extended to the 
platform



Use case 17

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

use the platform as a knowledge center for ML where I can reach out to a 
community (e.g. slack, teams, github,..) when I'm facing ML problems within my 
research

my problem gets solved without too much time going by



Use case 18

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

edit the code within a building block in the same language than it has been written 
in 

I can update or modify building blocks and apply more advanced models



Use case 19

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

edit the code within a building block in a different language than it has been 
written in choosing from a select set of languages (e.g. python, matlab, R) 

I can update or modify building blocks using the coding language that I prefer



Use case 20

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

use a tool that has an integrated wizard 
that guides me through the different steps of the AI model building process 
(whats the purpose of each step, which data requires which algo, typical examples, 
...)

I learn the different steps of an AI process
and it's easier to start using the tool without prior knowledge



Use case 21

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

use a tool that has an integrated wizard 
that guides me through the process of tuning parameters within a building block 
(both a qualitative explanation and quantitative target numbers)

I have a reference while tuning my models but still have to understand the ML 
process



Use case 22

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

access real-time data from within the tool 
(e.g. chewing patterns, emission data, twitter feed)

I can apply models on real-time data and evaluate and update my current models with relevant 
data



Use case 23

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

determine and specify the level to which I want to share my data, code and models 
(private, only title, public ILVO, public external)

it is clear what I can access and I don't have any GDPR or NDA issues



Use case 24

AS A

I CAN

SO THAT

Researcher

use my preferred IDE to develop and modify building blocks 
which I can use to easily publish my code in the tool

I can keep using my preferred IDE to develop and modify building blocks
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